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Pro ASP.NET MVC 4Apress, 2012

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET.


	ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant...
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Java EE 7 First LookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover the new features of Java EE 7 and learn to put them together to build a large-scale application


	Overview

	
		Explore changes brought in by the Java EE 7 platform
	
		Master the new specifications that have been added in Java EE to develop applications without any hassle
	...
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Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science: Advanced Lectures (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2002

	The First Summer School on Theoretical Aspects on Computer Science was held

	at the Institute for Studies in Theoretical Physics and Mathematics (IPM) from

	July 3-10, 2000.





	The idea of organizing a summer school was originated during a conversation

	between the first and the second editor of this volume in the winter...
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IT-Enabled Strategic Management: Increasing Returns for the OrganizationIdea Group Publishing, 2006
We live in an age in which the value of information and knowledge has far surpassed that
of physical goods. Information resources have become a key differentiator of successful
businesses. Information technology (IT) and information systems (IS) are now integrated
in almost every aspect of business, from planning to analysis and...
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Open Sources: Voices from the Open Source RevolutionO'Reilly, 1999
Open Sources: Voices from the Open Source Revolution is a fascinating look at the raging debate that is its namesake. Filled with writings from the central players--from Linux creator Linus Torvalds to Perl creator Larry Wall--the book convinces the reader of the overwhelming merits of freeing up the many iterations of software's source...
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Digital Character Animation 2, Volume II: Advanced Techniques (Digital Character Animation)Waite Group Press, 2001
At last, George Maestri’s advanced-techniques volume of his groundbreaking [digital] Character Animation book. Completely new: No updated material from the first volume (covering Essential Techniques) or from the first edition (published in 1996 and now out of print). If you are into 3D animation at all—learning, practicing (or managing...
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Nanocomputers and Swarm IntelligenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
“We need men who can dream of things that never were.” It is this sentence spoken by John Fitzgerald Kennedy in 1963 which has undoubtedly influenced my industrial career. Whether it be everyday electronics for the general public, or the components industry or even the world of video and imagery, the technological innovations which...
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Digital Design for Computer Data AcquisitionCambridge University Press, 1990

	This digital electronics text focuses on "how to" design, build, operate and adapt data acquisition systems. The material begins with basic logic gates and ends with a 40 KHz voltage measurer. The approach aims to cover a minimal number of topics in detail. The data acquisition circuits described communicate with a host computer...
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Moodle 2.0 First LookPackt Publishing, 2010

	The book looks at the main functional areas of Moodle that have significant new features, explains the new features and how to use them. It draws attention to significant differences from how things used to behave, and gives the reader an idea of the kind of consequences these changes will bring to them. If you are an existing Moodle user,...
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MintDuino: Building an Arduino-compatible Breadboard MicrocontrollerMake Books, 2011

	
	
		The MintDuino is deceiving—this little tin of electronics is capable of providing
	
		the brains for an unlimited number of devices limited only by your imagination…
	
		and, of course, your bank account.
	


	
		While the MintDuino is certainly capable of being used during a moment of
	
		inspiration,...
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Remixology: Tracing the Dub Diaspora (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2014

	Dub is the avant-garde verso of reggae, created by manipulating and reshaping recordings using studio strategies and techniques. While dub was one of the first forms of popular music to turn the idea of song inside out, it is far from being fully explored. Tracing the evolution of dub, Remixology travels from Kingston, Jamaica, across...
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The Secret Lives of Customers: A Detective Story About Solving the Mystery of Customer BehaviorPublicAffairs, 2021

	
		A "detective story" that delivers key insights for any businessperson asking the questions: who really are our customers, why do we lose them, how do we regain them?

		

		Customers can be a mystery. Despite the availability of more data than ever before, everyone, from the CEO to salespeople in the...
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